China have occurred unprecedented urban growth over the last two decades. It is reported that the level of China's urbanization increased from 18% in 1978 to 41% in 2003, and this figure may exceed 65% by 2050. The change detection of long time serious remote sensing images is the effective way to acquire the data of urban land-cover change to understand the pattern of urbanization. In this paper, we proposed the similarity index (SI) and apply it in long time series urban land-cover change detection. First of all, we built possible change trajectories in four times based on the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and modified normalized difference water index (MNDWI) that extracted from time series Landsat images. Secondly, we applied SI in similarity comparison between the observed change trajectory and the possible trajectories. Lastly, verifying the accuracy of the results. The overall accuracy in four periods is 85.7% and the overall accuracy of each two years is about 90% and kappa statistic is about 0.85. The results show that this method is effective for time series land-cover change detection.
INTRODUCTION
Since the 20th century, with the continuous development of the city, more and more people keep pouring into cities to seek a variety of development opportunities. This has led to area of urban keep growing and area of forest and cultivated field keep reducing. Especially in China, Urban growth rates are unprecedented over the last two decades (Seto and Fragkias 2005) . According to the statistics, the level of China's urbanization increased from 18% in 1978 to 41% in 2003, and this figure may exceed 65% by 2050 (Song and Ding 2009) . In order to mitigate the effects of violent urban area expansion for the original land cover patterns, an up-to-date, quantitative, and accurate monitoring of urban dynamics is essential for proper urban planning and management.
In recent decades, with the development of earth observing system, remote sensing has been gradually applied to land use/cover change detection (Ridd and Liu 1998; Zhang and Seto 2011) , and many change detection methods have been proposed (Lu et al. 2004) . Urban land use/cover change detection studies can be categorized as bi-temporal timescale studies (Ban and Yousif 2012; Du et al. 2012; He et al. 2011; Liu and Lathrop Jr 2002; Liu et al. 2004; Manonmani and Suganya 2010; Varshney 2013) , and multi-temporal timescale studies (DU et al. 2010; Kuang et al. 2016; Sexton et al. 2013; Shahraki et al. 2011; Xue et al. 2014a ) . Long time series based urban change detection can obtain change process, but most previous studies have employed post-classification or bi-temporal change detection. These methods encounter error propagation and inconsistency. With the development of temporal resolution of remote sensing image, more and more land use/cover change detection studies have used time trajectory conception (Hais et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2010; Kennedy et al. 2007; Kennedy et al. 2010; Lehmann et al. 2013; Margono et al. 2012; Vogelmann et al. 2009; Zhu et al. 2012) in forest cover change detection. Martin used NDVI and tasseled cap index that extracted from multi-temporal landsat image to build forest change trajectory over times and analyzed the degree of the destruction of forests (Hais et al. 2009) . In this study, we would apply this conception in urban land-cover change detection and propose a long time series land cover change curve matching method which use similarity index.
According to the vegetation-impervious surface-soil (V-I-S) model proposed by Ridd (Ridd 1995) , land cover in urban environments is a linear combination of three components: vegetation, impervious surface, and soil. We defined the land-cover types in an urban as urban land (U), vegetation (V), and waterbody (W). The objectives of this study are (1) to propose a similarity index that can get rid of threshold determination and (2) to apply this index in similarity comparison between the actual change types and the possible trajectories, and (3) to apply the method in monitoring urban expansion trajectories from Landsat time series.
STUDY AREA AND DATA
As a case study, we select the eastern region of Beijing. In recent decades, as the capital city of China, Beijing has developed rapidly in the economy and has growth rapidly in population, resulting in an increasing need for urban expansion and a great change of the landscape in the urban fringe area. The region selected with an extent of 1500 ㎞² . This region contains not only the stable urban area but also the urban fringe area and is the possible region for the study.
A series of remote sensing images taken from the Landsat 5 TM sensor and Landsat 8 OLI sensor covering the study area were selected to test the methodology. The series consisted of two TM images acquired in 2008 and 2011 and two OLI images acquired in 2013 and 2015. In order to minimize the effect of seasonal change, the acquisition dates of the chosen images mostly span from June to September.
To prepare the data for subsequent similarity matching of change trajectory, three procedures were carried out. First, all data were converted from the DN value to reflectance through calibration and choosing image acquired in 2011 as base image. Second, the base image were geometrically corrected and registered to reference image. The other Landsat images were then registered to base image with a root mean squared error of less than 0.5 pixels by image-to image registration. Third, taking radiometric normalization to all images based base image by pseudo invariant features method (Schott et al. 1988) to ensure that spectral values can be compared across time for any temporal change detection.
METHODOLOGY

Characterizing possible trajectories
In this paper, we categorized land cover in an urban area as vegetation(V), urban land(U), waterbody(W) and selected NDVI (Xue et al. 2014b; Zhu et al. 2012) and MNDWI (Xu 2006) to build change trajectory. We need statistical values of NDVI and MNDWI of urban land, vegetation, and waterbody. In order to obtain these statistics, we randomly sampled the study area and obtained samples of different land-cover types. According to these values of each land-cover type, we selected the average value of statistics as reference values to build possible temporal trajectories. Thirty-one kinds of possible change trajectories of land-cover types in four times were built. Conversion from other land-cover types to urban land is usually assumed to be irreversible (Liu and Zhou 2004) , thus, once this change type happened, the temporal trajectory will be stable afterwards in NDVI and MNDWI changes.
Trajectory similarity comparison based change detection
We proposed the similarity index to compare observed temporal trajectory of each pixel with all the possible change trajectories. The possible change trajectory which has the maximum similarity with the observed change trajectory is the final change trajectory of each pixel. The similarity index (SI) was built by Euclidean distance index (ED) (Agrawal et al. 1993 ) and Jaccard index (Jac) (Egghe 2009; Jaccard 1912) that were calculated by temporal vectors. Let us denote the observed trajectory vector is T=( 1 , 2 ,…, ) and the possible change trajectory vector is R=( 1 , 2 ,…, ). Then, ED and Jac were calculated using the following formulas:
Where, the ED (T,R) represents the Euclidean distance index of observed trajectory vector and possible change trajectory vector. The smaller ED value represents the smaller distance of observed trajectory and possible change trajectory. The Jac (T, R) represents the Jaccard index of observed trajectory vector and possible change trajectory vector. The greater Jac value represents the greater similarity of the shape of observed trajectory and possible change trajectory. The t represent the number of detected periods and we studied four periods urban land-cover change detection (t=4) in this paper.
Considering the distance and shape of change trajectory curve together, we proposed similarity index (SI) which combined ED and Jac. SI was calculated using the following formulas:
Where, SI denotes the similarity index which calculated by observed trajectory vector and the -th possible change trajectory vector. The represents the number of all possible change trajectories ( =31). The Jac ̅̅̅̅ i represents the means of Jac which was calculated by observed trajectory vector and the -th possible change trajectory vector. The ED ̅̅̅̅ represents the means of ED which was calculated by observed trajectory vector and the -th possible change trajectory vector. The Jac NDVI,i was calculated by observed NDVI change trajectory vector and the NDVI change trajectory vector of -th possible change trajectory. The Jac MNDWI,i was calculated by observed MNDWI change trajectory vector and the MNDWI change trajectory vector of -th possible change trajectory. The ED NDVI,i was calculated by observed NDVI change trajectory vector and the NDVI change trajectory vector of -th possible change trajectory. The ED MNDWI,i was calculated by observed MNDWI change trajectory vector and the MNDWI change trajectory vector of -th possible change trajectory.
Using the following formula 6 to determine final change trajectory of each pixel after obtain the similarity index of observed trajectory vector with all possible change trajectories.
Where SI m is the maximum similarity index of all similarity results of each pixel. The represents the possible change trajectory type corresponded to the maximum similarity and m also was the change detection result of each cell.
Accuracy assessment
In this article, we used the change-detection error matrix which is extended from the single-date classification error matrix (Story and Congalton 1986) to verify the accuracy. Because of it is difficult to obtain higher-resolution images or any other auxiliary dataset for such a long time series and the only available validation data set is the Landsat images themselves. Therefore, we obtained reference values by manual interpretation for each sample point. More than one thousand validation points were selected by the stratified random sampling method based on the area ratio of each change trajectory of results (Xue et al. 2014b ) . Based on the reference values, we plan to obtain the overall accuracy of change detection result in four periods and the change-detection error matrix every two years. Figure 1 shows the change detection results from 2008 to 2015. From Figure 1we can see that most of study area is occupied Based on reference points' values, the overall accuracy of change detection in four periods is 85.7% and the overall accuracy of each two years is about 90% and kappa statistic is about 0.85. From the user accuracy and producer accuracy we can see that the stable area have a small commission error. The type of vegetation change to waterbody (VW) has a relative high commission error. This might was caused by the registration error or irrigated vegetation that has a high MNDWI value and low NDVI value. Therefore, some stable vegetation area was observed as vegetation change to waterbody. The type of waterbody change to urban land (WU) also has a high commission error. This was might caused by the shadow of building that has the same characters as waterbody. Therefore, some stable urban or stable waterbody was observed as waterbody change to urban. This also the reason of that stable waterbody has a high omission. This can be avoided by orthorectification. Due to these types that have a high commission error occupy small percent of study area, therefore it has little effect to the results. 
RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we proposed a similarity comparison method to monitoring the urban change in four periods. The data and study area is Landsat images and eastern region of Beijing. Change indicator trajectories (NDVI and MNDWI) were established to reveal land-cover change trajectories. Based on the understanding that land-cover change will lead to the change of indicator trajectory, we built all possible change trajectories in four periods by the indicator composition. Then we used the similarity index (SI) to compare observed trajectory of each pixel with all possible trajectories. The possible change trajectory correspond to maximum similarity index is final result of the pixel. This method avoids threshold determination that might affect the accuracy of results and reveal change process of urban land-cover. We can not only apply this method to four periods, but also apply it to more or less than four periods. The overall accuracy in four periods is 85.7% and the overall accuracy of each two years is about 90% and kappa statistic is about 0.85. Even though exist some commission error and omission error, this error occupy small percent of study area and have little effect to the accuracy of results. Thus, this method is effectively to apply in time series urban land-cover change detection.
However, this study also has limitation. The possible trajectories are increasing with the increase of time series. It is difficult to build possible trajectories in more than four periods, even it can be done by spent much time. 
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